FUNCTIONS WHICH HAVE HARMONIC SUPPORT
BY

GUY JOHNSON
1. Introduction.
This paper presents some properties of the functions in a
certain subclass of the class of subharmonic functions. Consider real valued
functions v(z) defined in a domain D of the complex plane.
Definition
1, The function v is in (hs), the class of functions which have
harmonic support in D, if and only if v is uniformly bounded on each compact
subset of D and for each z0(ED3h harmonic and single valued in 7>3/z(z0)
= v(zj) and h^v in D.
Caratheodory
[5 ] used such functions in constructing
a general result on
solutions of Dirichlet's problem which are based on convergent sequences of
continuous
operators.
The functions of the class (hs) are continuous
subharmonic functions, but Brelot [4, footnote 16] showed the existence of subharmonic functions in C" which are not in (hs). A simple example of a continuous subharmonic
function not in (fo) is the function z>=|z|", 0<„<1,
in I-] <1. For suppose v(E.(hs) and let hn denote the support functions at
z„ = l/w, re = 2, 3, • • • . The sequence {hn} constitutes
a bounded family of
harmonic functions which is thus normal. Writing z = x+iy,
the family
{dhn/dx} is also normal. On the one hand a convergent
subsequence
will
converge uniformly on |z| ^r<l,
and on the other hand the values at the
support points will be that of dv/dx = an1~a which tend to infinity for any
subsequence.
This contradiction
implies v^(hs).
If l^a,
then v£j(hs) and
indeed any continuous convex function has support planes and is thus in
the class (hs). In the remarks to follow we consider convexity in the narrower
sense involving continuity.
Montel
[9] considered
a more general type of convexity.
The function
v(x, y) is said to be doubly convex if v is convex in x for each fixed y and convex in y for each fixed x. Denote the classes subharmonic,
continuous subharmonic,
doubly convex and convex respectively
as Eo, Ex, E2 and £3. He
observed that EoJ)EiJ^E2Z)E3
and compared
the closure properties
under

various operations and limiting processes. Clearly the class (hs) lies between
£1 and £3. However neither (hs) nor £2 contains the other. The function
v(x, y)=x2 —y2 being itself harmonic belongs to (hs) in the plane but is not
in £2. On the other hand define v(x, y)=xy in quadrants
I, II and III and
v(x, y) =0 in quadrant
IV. One sees readily that v is doubly convex but suppose it has a harmonic support function at an interior point of quadrant IV.
In virtue of the maximum principal it must be identically zero but then of
course must exceed v in quadrant II. Hence v(jj(hs) in any domain containing
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portions of quadrants
II and IV. In the case of functions of a single real variable all five classes are equivalent.
The latter example may be used to illustrate the fact that harmonic support is necessarily a property in the large.
Beckenbach and Reade have shown in a paper to appear that for a linear
operator 5 satisfying 5/ = A/, the Laplacian of/, for fCEC2 and 6/^0 at a
minimum of/then
vCE(hs) implies 8v^0.

The motivation for the study of these functions originated in an attempt
to describe the properties of functions z>= sup/ |/| where the functions/
are
holomorphic and belong to a family EFwhich is subuniformly
bounded in D.
A property is said to be valid subuniformly in D ii it is valid uniformly on
each compact subset of D, a terminology introduced by G. MacLane. As will
be seen these functions are in (hs) and as a matter of fact if D is simply connected they include the subclass of (hs) containing
those functions whose
logarithm is in (hs).
Initially, certain closure properties will be derived, then an approximation theorem
involving
infinitely differentiable
functions
will be proved.
From the viewpoint of potential theory a necessary restriction
on the class
of distribution
functions will be obtained. Finally, certain subclasses of (hs)

will be discussed.
2. General properties. In view of the fact that a family of harmonic functions which is subuniformly bounded above in D is normal in D, the following
is equivalent to Definition 1.
Definition
1'. The function v is in (hs) if and only if there is a family 3C,
subuniformly
bounded above, of functions h harmonic and single valued in D
such that v(z) =supA h(z).
If there is a function hCE3CE)h(zo) =v(zo) then h is the support at ZoOtherwise
there is a sequence
\hn\ 3limn hn(z0) =v(z0). A convergent
subsequence
\h„{} will have a limit h which is harmonic,
single valued and
bounded by v in D. Also h(z0) =v(z0) so that h is the support at z0. Hence
Definition 1' implies Definition 1. The converse is immediate.
Since h(s) is a class of subharmonic
functions the maximum principal
applies. Specifically let A denote a domain and V its boundary and suppose

AWrCfF
If vCE(hs) in D, h is harmonic in A and continuous on AWr and
vSh on T then vSh on A\JT. li v(z0)=h(z0), z0CEA,then v = h on A\JT (cf.
Riesz [12, p. 331 ]). In the latter case we have the additional property that
h has a harmonic and single valued continuation
in D and is the unique
support function for v at any point in A. For suppose h* is the support at z0
in A. Then h*(z0) =v(z0) =h(z0) and h*Sv = h on AUr. The maximum principal implies h* = h on AWr. Thus h* is the continuation
of h in D. The argument also proves its uniqueness.
If u, vCE(hs) and c^O then sup(w, v), u+v and cu are in (hs), results
which follow readily using either definition.
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Theorem
1. Let V denote a family of functions v of class (hs) which is subuniformly bounded above, then v*(z) =sup„ v(z) is in (hs).
Proof. Utilizing

Definition

1', for each »G1),

_ a family 3C of harmonic

functions h such thatz/(z) =supA h(z), feGJC. If 3C*= l)3C, thenz>*(z) =suph h(z),
/i£3C* implying v*£:(hs). Proof complete.
The corresponding
property is not true in general for subharmonic
tions although it is if v* is upper semicontinuous.

func-

Corollary
1.1. The function p£(»s) if for each ZoG7> there is a function
u£(hs) such that u(zj)=v(zj)
and u^v in D.
Harnack's inequality
[6, p. 62] for nonpositive
valid for nonpositive functions in (hs).

Theorem

harmonic

functions

is also

2. If v^(hs) in \z\ <1 and vSO, then
1 + | s|

HO)-r-\

1 — [si

1 —| zI

Proof. Any support

function

= v(z) S v(0)-A

1+ IzI

•

h satisfies h^O in |z| <1 and hence

1-I- I ztI

1 - I -I

h(0) -A
^ h(z) ^ h(0)-A
■
1 — | z|
1+ Iz|
In particular

j; exceeds its support

function

1+1*1

v(0) -A\

1— | zI

Also a(l — | z\ )/(l +1 z|) is an increasing
function satisfies

at z = 0 so that

g „(z).

function

of a so that every support

h(z) ^ v(0) ]~
'
1 + | z|
and thus so does v(z). Proof complete.
It may be remarked
that the corresponding
inequality for nonnegative
functions is not valid. It would be however in the class of functions which are
the negatives of those in (hs).
Harnack's
convergence theorem [6, p. 67] is valid for nonincreasing
sequences in (hs).
Theorem
3. If vn(E.(hs), re=l, 2, • • • , and {vn} is a nonincreasing
quence, then i>„—>
— °° or vn—*vsubuniformly in D where v€z(hs).

se-

Proof. Harnack's theorem for subharmonic
functions implies vn—>—°° or
vn—w subuniformly
in D. In the latter case let hn denote the support function
of vn at z0. A convergent
subsequence
{hni} will have a limit function h
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Since

hniSvni,

we have

h = lim hniSHm
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vni = v. Thus

vCE(hs). Proof complete.
Theorem

4. If v„CE(hs) and vn^>v subuniformly

in D then vCE(hs).

Proof. Let sn = sup*, Vk, k^n. Then sn CE(hs), re = 1, 2, • • • , and since {sn}
is a nonincreasing
sequence with limit v, vCE(hs). Proof complete.
It would be possible at this point using the concept of equicontinuity
to
prove that a family V subuniformly
bounded above in D is normal in D.
Since this result will be found as a consequence of a property of the distribution functions and a theorem of Arsove, we postpone the demonstration.
Assuming the result we may make the following comparisons.
One might describe the negatives of the functions in (hs) as the functions having harmonic
cover. A family of such functions would then be normal if subuniformly
bounded below. The only functions belonging to both classes are harmonic
functions which indeed have the well known property that a family bounded
above or bounded below is normal. A family of subharmonic
functions may
be bounded above and below and fail to be normal. These remarks give some
insight into the different degrees of regularity for the three classes.
3. An approximation
theorem. The following three lemmas precede the
principal result of this section.

Lemma 1. Given any positive number e, there exists cp(x) infinitely
tiable and convex which satisfies

cj>(x)= x

for e S x,

cp(x) = 0

for x S — «,

differen-

and

sup(0, x) S <t>(x)S sup(0, x) + €.
Proof. Let g(r) =e~1/T\ t^O

and g(0) =0. Let

/(*) = K f
Jo

f g(r)g(r - e)drdt,

Jo

where
K = (/

Then/W(0)=0,re
Moreover/"(x)>0

s{T)g{T ~ t)dT)

= 0,l, • • • ,0</(«)<e,/'(e)
for 0<x<e.

*

= land/«(e)

Denote /(e) = -q and

c6(x) = 0

x < r] — e,

= fix + e-rj)

i} - t S x S v,

=

rj <

X

X.

=0,re = 2,3,
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The function <p(x) then has the desired properties. Proof complete.
Since 4>(x) is convex there is a support line at each point. Let yp(x, Xo)
= ax+b,
O^a^l,
denote the support function at x = x0. Then ip(xo, xo)
= 0(xo) and \p(x, xa)S<p(x). Further
let (hs)°° denote the class of functions
which have harmonic support and are infinitely differentiable
in D.
Lemma 2. Suppose i;£(«s)°° in D and eis a positive number. Then there is a
function ME(fts)00 in D such that (j)
sup(0, v) ^ u 5£ sup(0, v) + e.

Proof. Consider u(z) =<p[v(z)] and the family
= \p[v(z), v(z0)], Zo£7?. Since u(z, zj)=av(z)+b,where
E(«s). Moreover

of functions
u(z, zj)
Oga, we have u(z, zj)

u(zo, zj) = p[v(zo), v(zo)] = <t>[v(z0)]= u(zj),

and
u(z, zj) = p[v(z), v(zj)] ^ 4>[v(z)] = u(z).

In view of Corollary

1.1, „£(fo).

Applying

Lemma

1 we see that

u is in-

finitely differentiable so that u£E.(hs)°°.Also
sup[0, v(z)] ^ 4>[v(z)] ^ sup[0, v(z)] + e

is then just the inequality of Lemma 2. Proof complete.
It may be remarked that the argument of the lemma is also valid for the
following result. If 4>(x) is increasing and convex over the range of values of
an (hs)-function
v then u = <j>(v)is an (fe)-function.
This corresponds
to a
theorem of Montel [8, p. 42] for subharmonic
functions.
Lemma 3. Let v = sup(hx, ■ ■ ■ , hj) where hx, • ■ ■ , hn are harmonic and
single valued in D. Given any positive number e, there exists a function m£(/ss)°°
in D such that v^u^v
+ e.

Proof. The function

vx= hx —h2 belongs to (hs)00 in D. Thus by Lemma

2,

-miE(feT 3
sup(»i, 0) ^ «i g sup(»i, 0) + e/2.

By adding h2 we obtain
sup(Ai, hj) ^ «i + h2 ^ sup(Ai, hj) + e/2.
Suppose

now that ma_i£(#s)w

and

(3.1)

sup(hi, • • • ,hj) _! wt-i + hk g sup(Ai, ••■,«*)

k-l

+ __• «/2\
i=i

p) The author had originally obtained this result for u £ (hs)2 with a longer proof. This
more general result and concise proof was suggested by A. Brown.
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3uke(hs)<°3
sup(vk, 0) S Uk S sup(vk, 0) + e/2*.

By adding hk+i we obtain
(3.2)

sup(uk-i

The combination

+ hk, hk+i) S Uk + hk+i S sup(w«;_i + hk, hk+i + e/2*.

of inequalities

(3.1) and (3.2) implies
k

s\xp(hx,■■ ■, hk+x)S uk + hk+i S sup(^1; • • • , hk+i) + 23 e/2ii-i
Thus by induction

on k we may assert

3un-XCE(hs)K3
n-l

SUp(/h, • • • , hn) S Un-1 + KS

SUp(^l, • • • , kn) + 23 «/2i
1=1

or setting

u = un~i+hn

we have uCE(hs)°° and vSuSv

+ e. Proof complete.

Theorem
5. If vCE(hs) in D, then there is a sequence of functions
class (hs)x which converges subuniformly to v in D.

{«„) of

Let A denote a domain such that its closure A~CZD. Let h denote a support function at z in A- and choose a positive number e. Then sup (v, h+e)
= h + e in a neighborhood
U of z and D^sup (v, h + e) Sv + e in D. In view of
the covering theorem there is a finite set of such neighborhoods
which cover
A-. Denote the corresponding
support functions hi, • • ■ , hn. Then the function z;* = sup(i>, hx + e, ■ ■ ■ , hn + e) satisfies

v S v* S v + e in D
and
v* = s\xo(hx + e, • • • , hn + e) on A-.

By Lemma

3 there is a function

sup(hx

+ €,-■■,

uCE(hs)a in DE5

hn + t) S u S sup(hx

+ e, ■ ■ ■ , hn + e) + e.

Thus on A-, vSuSv* + eSv + 2e. Now choose a sequence of domains Ak
which exhaust D. Let }e*} be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to
zero and let {uk\ be a sequence of functions in (hs)™ such that in Aj/vSuk
Sv + ek. Then Uk-^v subuniformly
in D. Proof complete.
4. The distribution function. The remarkable work of F. Riesz [13] n
establishing the equivalence between the class of subharmonic functions and
the class of logarithmic potentials of negative mass distributions
initiated a
very large literature on the theory and its applications.
One might anticipate
the possibility of characterizing
the subclass of distribution
functions corresponding to the class (hs). The following results lead to a necessary local
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condition which must be satisfied by such a distribution.
Since the class (hs)
cannot be defined locally, however, any characterization
of distribution
functions would necessarily be in the large.
Consider a set function p in a domain D. Suppose that the restriction
of
p to a domain A, A~£7), is a non-negative
(monotonic) additive set function
on Borel sets in A as defined by Radon [ll]. The function p is called a generalized positive mass distribution
by Rado [10, p. 42].
Suppose u is subharmonic in D. Then there is a unique generalized positive mass distribution
p. in D such that for any domain A, A~£7)

u(z) =|

J A

log | z — f | du(ej) + h(z),

z£ A

where h(z) is harmonic in A. Suppose further that „£(«s)
and u(z)<M
in
the circle \z —z0\ <R which is in D. Let C„ denote the circle |z —z0| <p,
p<R. The purpose of this section is to show that u(Cj) =0[p/(R2— p2)].
To simplify the computations
consider the function

„(7cf + zj) — u(zj)
M (f) = •
M — u(zj)
The function u*(E(hs) in |f| <1 and satisfies there M*(f)<l
and m*(0)=0.
Actually „*£(fe) in the image D* of the domain D under the transformation
f = (z —zj)/R. Let p* denote the set function in D* defined as follows. If
e, e~£7?,isaBorelset
and e* is its image inT>* then u*(e*) =u(e)/[M—u(zj)}.
Then —p* is the generalized mass distribution
for u*. In particular,
denoting
r = p/R, the circle C*, |f | <r, r<l, is the image of Cf. It will be shown that
P*(C*) ^2r/(l—r2)
and thus for p we have the result

m(C,) g[M-

u(zo)] R->

2p

R2 -

0 < P < 7?.
p2

Unless otherwise specified, in the remainder
of this section let „£(&s) in
|-| <1 and satisfy there u(z) <1 and m(0)=0. Select a sequence {hn} of distinct support functions which contains a support function for each point of
a dense set in \z\ <1. The sequence may be finite. It may be readily verified
that w = sup„ hn- Or denoting i;„ = sup(rti, ■ ■ • ,hj) we must have i>„—>wsubuniformly in \z\ <1, since vn is a nondecreasing
sequence with a continuous

limit.
The idea of the demonstration
utilizes Gauss' integral theorem. If 7 is a
sufficiently regular simple closed curve and „ is the potential of a mass distribution —p. on a set £ strictly interior to 7 then

/'

du ds = 2x/i(£),
—
y dn

1959]
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(cf. Kellogg [7, p. 43]), where du/dn is the outward normal derivative on y.
Thus a bound on the normal derivative would lead to a bound on p. In the
case under consideration,
the mass may be spread across the curve y in which
case du/dn may fail to exist. F. Riesz [13] defines what he calls best harmonic
majorants
of a subharmonic
function and utilizes these to obtain an expression for the total mass inside y as a limit of certain Gauss integrals. Brelot
[3, p. 20] shows that Gauss' theorem is valid in general if u has continuous
derivatives in a domain containing the curve.
Considering first functions of the form z/= sup (hx, ■ ■ ■ , hn) certain properties are obtained for the distribution
functions. Utilizing the above results
Gauss' theorem is shown to be valid for any circle. A bound is then obtained
for dv/dr by obtaining a bound for the normal derivative of the harmonic
support functions. Having thus obtained a bound for the distribution
in this
case, the Riesz theory is again utilized to show that the result extends to the
general function in (hs).
We now fix our attention on the circle Cp defined as \z\ <p, 0<p<l,
and
its boundary yp: \z\ =p. The sets in Cp having nonzero mass for the function
Vi= swp(hx, hf) are necessarily those which interest the curves hx—hi = 0 since
Vi is harmonic at points off these curves. It is convenient
to describe this
situation by saying that the mass for Vi is distributed
on the curves hx —re2= 0.
The mass distribution
for the function i>3= sup (hx, h2, h3) is restricted to the
curves hx —hi = 0, hx —h%= 0 and hi —hs = 0. The distribution
may very well
be zero on portions of these curves. For example v3 will be harmonic where hs
exceeds hx and hi even though portions of the curves hx — hi = 0 may be in
such a region. In general the mass for the function i>„= sup (hi, ■ ■ ■ , hn) will
be distributed
on the curves hi —hj = 0, i<j. We will obtain certain properties
of these distributions
as a consequence of the two lemmas which follow.
First consider a simply connected domain D and the family of curves
h(z) =0 where h is harmonic
in D. These curves intersect
only at the critical
points hz = hy = 0. By a branch of the family we will mean a curve, with all
possible extensions in the region under consideration,
which has a tangent

at each point.
Lemma 4. ire a neighborhood of each point of a branch of the curves h(z) = 0
there is a parametric representation
x=cp(v), y=\p(v) where cp and ip are analytic.
Moreover the representation is regular in the sense that [cp'(v)]2 + [^,'(f)]2?£0.
Proof. Let z0 denote the point on the curve and choose the harmonic conjugate k(z) oi h(z) such that k(z0)=0. Then consider the function f(z) =h(z)
+ik(z). Suppose first that z0 is not a critical point for h(z), then/'(zo)5^0.
Thus w=f(z) has a single valued inverse z=f~x(w) in a neighborhood
of the
origin such that z0=/-1(0).
The series representation
z= 23n°=o«»«"• is valid
in a circle about the origin. The image of the curve h(z) = 0 is the curve
w = iv so that, setting an = a„+ir3n, the original curve has the representation
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■ ■ ■ )+i(Bo+axv~B2v2+
and ^'(0)=ai
we have

VO. Thus in a suitable

• • •)
[ci'(0)]2

neighborhood

of v = 0, x = <p(v) and y=ip(v) give the desired representation.
Supposing now that z0 is a critical point of h(z) and specifically a zero of
order re for f(z), we may write /(z) = (z-z0)"g(z),
g(z0)^0.
Denote F(z)
= [f(z)]1/n=(z-z0)[g(z)]1/n
= 77(z)+t7i:(z)
then F(z) is holomorphic
in a

neighborhood of z0 and
T^OO= [g(z)]1'" + (l/n)(z - ZoMz)]1'"-1
so that [77x(zo)]2+[771,(zo)]2=|7"(zo)|2=|
critical point for 77(z). We are interested

[^(zo)]1'"!2^^
Thus z0 is not a
then in the relation f=h+ik
= Fn

= (H+iK)".
Consider for a moment the function
= r" cos nd = 0 tor 0 = ir/2n, 3ir/2n, ■ •
(R(zn)=0 on the lines x+o,y = 0, i=l,
depend on re. Specifically we may write

zn = r"eini = r" cos nd+ir" sin nd. <R(z")
• , (4ra —l)7r /2re, or writing z = x+iy,
2, ■ • • , n, where the coefficients &,Qr\(z") = (x + bxy).(x+bny).

Thus also h=<St(Fn) = (H+bxK).(H+bnK)

and the curves h(z)=0

through z0 are described by the equations
H+biK = 0, i=l,
■ ■ ■ , n. The
function <t,i= 77+»i7£ is harmonic in a neighborhood
of z0 and Zo is not a
critical point because

d$i/dx

= Hx + biKx = 0,

d _V-y = 77, + biKy = 0,
if and only if
Hx

Kx

77„ Ky I
But Hl+Hl^0

Hx

77;,

— 77y

= 77,2 + Hy2 = 0.

Hx

and we conclude (d$i/dx)2 + (d<f>i/dy)2^0 at z0. Hence the

curve $i(z) = 0 has the
lemma. Proof complete.

analytic

regular

parametric

representation

of the

Lemma 5. Suppose Tx and T2 are curves which interpreted as plane sets are
closed and which have an analytic regular parametric representation in a neighborhood of each point. If Tx and T2 are simple curves which intersect at a bounded
infinite set of points, then they are identical along an arc.

Proof. Let {zn} denote an infinite sequence of intersection points having
limit point Zo- Using the closure property Zo is also an intersection point. Let
x = <px(t) and y=^i(/),
_i^/_j|8i,
x0 = <pi(to), yo = ,pi(to) denote the parametric
representation
for Ti in a neighborhood of z0 = xo+iyo- Note that in the case
where Zo is an end point the representation
is one sided, i.e. /o = -i or to = Bi,
but <pi and \pi are still supposed analytic in a neighborhood
|f —10\ <8.
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a2^T^|82,
the parametric representation
of T2.
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Xo= #2(t0), yo='4/i('ro) denote

First, Ti and T2 must be tangent at zo for suppose the contrary. Using the
fact that Ti is simple we may restrict the curve to two arbitrarily small angular openings having the tangent as a bisector by choosing a sufficiently small
neighborhood about z0. Choose the angular opening to be less than the smallest angle between the two tangents. Make a similar restriction for the curve
r2. The smaller of the two neighborhoods
then can contain no intersection
points except Zo. This contradicts
the fact that lim„ z„ = Zo. Since the parametrization is regular, cpi (to)¥0 or \pi (to) ¥0. Without loss of generality suppose cpi (t0)¥0, then also using the property of tangency cpi (to)¥0.
Hence we may consider the inverse functions t=cpr1(x) and r=cj>r1(x)
which are analytic in a neighborhood
of x0. Then the functions
yi(x)
= ^,i[<£i~1(x)] and yi(x) =\pi[cpr1(x)] are analytic
near x0, but denoting
Zn= x„-Hy„ we have yi(x„) =y2(x„) for «>w0. The choice of re0 need only insure that the point z„ is given by the representations
chosen. We thus conclude that yi(x)=y2(x),
and that Ti and r2 are identical along an arc. Proof
complete.
It may be noted that the restriction to simple curves is not essential but is
convenient
and sufficient for the immediate
purposes. The curves may be
open or closed. We are now in a position to introduce the following ideas. By
a continuation
of a curve Ti we will mean a curve T2 which is identical with
Tx over some arc. For the class of curves under consideration
a continuation
is unique in the following sense. There can be no " Y" points. In other words
there can be no point z0 an interior point of Tx and T2 for which Ti and T2
are identical on one side and different on the other. This result follows from
the argument in Lemma 5 on noting that in this case the two curves will be
identical over an arc containing Zo in its interior.
Suppose

taining

now that

h(z) is harmonic

in a simply

the closed disc \z\ Sp. The curves h(z)=0

connected

domain

are necessarily

con-

simple in

D ior otherwise h(z)=0
by the maximum
principle. Since the critical points
are isolated there is at most a finite set in |z| Sp- If the associated holomorphic function has a zero of order re then there is a neighborhood
of the
point containing
exactly re+ 1 branches of the family of curves. At other
points the gradient is positive and there is a neighborhood
of each containing
exactly one branch. Choosing a finite covering of \z\ Sp one concludes that
the family of curves is finite in \z\ Sp- Furthermore
the family forms a closed

point set and hence each branch is closed. A branch cannot intersect |z| =p
in more than a finite set of points for then Lemma 5 and the remarks on continuation following it apply and the branch would itself be the closed curve
\z\ —p which is impossible in view of the maximum principle.
Now apply these results to the family of curves on which the mass of
vn = max (hx, ••-,«„)
is distributed.
Each of the re(«—1)/2
families of
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curves hi —hj = 0,i <j, has a finite set of branches and hence so does the entire
family. New intersection points are introduced which no longer correspond to
critical points but even these must form a finite set. An infinite set of intersections implies the same for a pair of branches and they must then be identical. Indeed one may eliminate from consideration
all portions of each branch
over which vn is harmonic. There remains then a network of simple arcs each
of which terminates at an intersection
point or at the boundary
|z| =p.
One may compare then the description
of the surface vn with the description of a convex polyhedron. The points above the intersection
points
are vertices, the curves above the simple arcs are edges and the components in
which vn is harmonic are the faces. Actually the convex polyhedron is a spe-

cial case.
The essential results for
on | z| =p with the exception
network is closed in |z| Spvalidity of Gauss' theorem
struction used to obtain an

our purpose at the moment is that vn is harmonic
of a finite set of points and that the distribution
We proceed using this information
to prove the
for v„. To accomplish this we return to the conapproximation
in Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

Lemma 6. Let v = sup(hi, • • • , hj) where hi, • • • , hn are harmonic and
single valued in a domain containing \z\ Sp. If E is a closed set which does not
intersect the distribution network for v then there is a function u(S(hs)°°:Du = v

on E and

(dhi

mini-,
\dr

in 0<\z\

dhn\

du

(dhi

• ■ • > -)
S — S maxl-;
dr)
dr
\dr

dhn\

• • ■ > -)
dr J

Sp.

Proof. We may suppose the functions hi, • ■ • , «„ to be distinct. Decompose £ into re sets ex, • ■ • , en such that v = hi on et, i= 1, ■ ■ • , re, then

hi > sup(hx, ■ ■ • , hi-i, hi+i, ■ • ■ , hj) on e,-, i = 1, • • ■ , ra.
The strict inequality
applies because e,- and the distribution
network are
closed sets and nonintersecting.
There are positive constants
mi and Mjj^hi
—h2^mi on ei and hi —h2S—Mi on e2. Choosing a function <pi of Lemma 1
with suitably small e we obtain ui=<pi(hi —h2)£i(hs)'x satisfying
Ui = hi — h2 on ei,

Mi = 0 on e2.

and
0 S ux < h3 — h2 on e3.

There are positive

constants

m2 and Mj3

Ui + h2 — h3 = hi — h3 7> m2 on ei

= h2 — h% ^ m2 on e2
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and
ux + hi — hz S — Mi on e3.
For sufficiently
satisfies

small e there is a function

cpf3ui = cpi(ux+ hi —h3)CE(hs)'° and

Ui = Mi + hi — h3 on ex U e2,

Ui = 0 on e%

and
0 S u-i < hi — hz on ei.
To obtain a sequence

we proceed by induction.

Suppose

UjCE(hs)°° and satis-

fies
y
Uj = Mj_i + Ay— hj+i on U e,-,
i=i
Uj = 0 on ej+i

and

0 ^ My< #;+2 — hj+i on e;+2,
Then there exist positive constants

/ = 2, • • • , k, 2 S k is » — 3.

reu+i and Mk+i3

Uk + hk+i — hk+i = hi — hk+i 2: mk+i on e,-,

t = 1, • • • , k + 1

and
uk + hk+i — hk+i S — Mk+i on eA+2.

Thus there is a function cpk+iE5uk+i=cpk+i(uk+hk+i —hk+i)CE(hs)°° and satisfies
k+i

Uk+i = uk + hk+i — hk+i on U e,-,
»=i
uk+i = 0

on e*+2

and
0 S uk+i < hk+3 — hk+i on ek+%.

Hence we obtain the sequence Ui, • • • , m„_2 with the above properties.
Repeating the argument
for the function u„-i+hn-i
—hn we obtain a function
Un~i=cpn_x(un-i+hn-i

— hn)CE(hs)x

and

satisfying
n-l

Un-1 = Un-i + K-l ~ K On U d,
i=l

and
Mn_x = 0 on en.
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The function u = un-i+hn then takes the values u = h{ on et- or« = son the
set £.
To obtain the inequality for the radial derivative notice that 0 S4>{ (x) S 1
for allxandt=
1, • • • , re— 1. For convenience denote a* = c5*(uk-i+hk —hk+x),

k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n—1 where Mo= 0. Observing that
duk
(duk-i
-■ = CLkI-1-I

dr

\

dhk

dr

dhk+i\

dr

dr /

,

the formula
dUk
-

dr

dhi
= ctk.on-h

dhi
oik.a2(l

dr

dhk
+ <%(1 — ak-X)-ctk

by induction.

du
-

dr

+ a„_i(l

Consider

k = 1, • • • , re — 1

dr

Then

dhx
= Q!n-1.ax-1-

• • •

dr

dhk+x
->

dr

may be established

— ax)-h

dhi
an-i.oa(l

dr

dhn-X

— a„-i) -■
dr

— ax)-h

+ (1 — a„_i)-

dhn

dr

dr

• • ■

•

the expression
y = an-x.axxi

+ a„_i(l

+ an-i.a2(l

— a„_2)xn_i

+

— ax)x2 +

• • •

(1 — a„-i)xn

in the variables a<, O^a.^1.
It is linear in each a, and thus will take its
maximum with respect to a,- for a, = 0 or cn —1. The maximum value for the
expression will be taken then for values 0 or 1 for all the variables. Suppose
j is the largest index such that a, = 0. Then the coefficients of Xi, • • • , x7,
Xj+i, • • ■ , xn are zero and y = xj+i. The same argument
applies for the
minimum
value so that min(xi, ■ • • , xn)SySmax
(xi, • • • , x„). The
inequality of the lemma for du/dr is thus valid in 0 < | z\ Sp- Proof complete.
Lemma 7. Let z;= sup (hx, • • • , hn) where hx, ■ • ■ , hn are harmonic and
single valued in a domain containing \z\ Sp- If —v denotes the mass distribution

for v, then
/'

dv ds = 2irv(Cf).
—
yp dr

Proof. Given e>0 choose a closed set £ as follows. Choose a closed set
£p on 7P whose angular measure at the origin is more than 2ir — e and which
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contains no points of the mass distribution
network for v. Choose pi <pE) the
portion of the rays through the origin and points of E„ which lie in the annulus pi ^ | sj Sp do not intersect the mass distribution
network for v. Let E
denote the union of these intervals. By Lemma 6 choose u(E.(hs)°° such that

u = v on £ and

(dhi
min (->
\ dr

dhn\
du
(dhi
• • • i -)
S — S max I->
dr /
dr
\ dr

du

(I dhi

dhj\
• • • > -)
dr /

or

— S max I dr
\\ dr

dhn I\

, •••, -

Now dv/dr is piecewise continuous

dv

(

dhi

— S max I dr
\ dr
wherever
Moreover

/'

dv

dr I/

, ,

I S K on 0 < | z | S p.

on |z| =r, rSp,

dhn\\

,•••,

-

. .

\) S K onO < \z\
dr I/

the derivative exists. Hence fyr(dv/dr)ds
setting Er = yrC^E

r

du

and

S P

exists for each r, 0<rSp-

I

— ds — I — ds\

yr dr

J yr dr

/'

/dv

(-)ds+
Er \dr

/I

du\

r

dr/

dvI
\ — \ds+\

yT-Er I dr I

dv

—ds-l

J 7r_Br dr

C

\du\
\ — \dsSe2PK,

J yr-Er I dr I

C

du

—ds

J 7r_Br dr

piSrSp,

where K is independent
such that fyr(duk/dr)ds

of r. Thus a sequence Uk,k=l,2,
• • • may be chosen
converges uniformly to fyr(dv/dr)ds
with respect to r
in the interval pi^r^p.
Noting that each integral fyr(duk/dr)ds
is a continuous function of r we conclude that fyr(dv/dr)ds
is a continuous
function of r.
Also the functions Uk have continuous
derivatives
and using the result of
Brelot, if —pk denotes the corresponding
mass distribution,
then

f (duk/dr)ds = 2Tcp,k(Cj).
In the special case of the function Uk in the annulus pi^ |z| Sp the best
harmonic majorant is just the function Wkharmonic in pi < | z| <p and taking
the values of uk on the boundary |z| =pt and |z| =p. Then if pi<r<p,

C dwk
2-wlik(Cpj)S I -ds
J yr dr

S 2iriik(Cj)
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whence
,M „,

C

(4.1)

duk

|

-ds

^

J yp dr

If w is the function

(*

S I

dWk

J yr

harmonic

-ds
dr

r

duk

S I

J yp

-ds.
dr

in px < | z\ <p and taking

the boundary

values

of v, then
/'

dw
-ds

—*2irv(Cp) as px —*p.

rr 6V

Since the sequence
—>dw/dr uniformly

m*—>tiuniformly on pi ^ | z| ^p so must Wk—>wand dwk/dr
on \z\ =r. Hence

/'

dwk
-ds

r
—* I

Tr dr

and taking

as £ —>oo

J 7r dr

the limit of (4.1) as k—»oo we obtain

/cfo

r

dw

— ds S I -J^

yp dr

Taking

dw
-ds

J Tr dr

r

dv

^ I — ds.
J yp dr

now the limit as pi-^p, using (4.2) and the continuity

of the integrals

we have
/'

dv ds = 2irv(Cp).
—
rp dr

Proof complete.
Having obtained
the Gauss' integral for computing
the mass v(Cp) in
terms of dv/dr we proceed to determine
a bound for the latter function. Its
value where defined is just the value of the derivative
of the appropriate
harmonic support function. Thus we need only consider the corresponding
problem for a harmonic
function under restrictions
inequality.
We have v<l and any support function
inequality to h—1 there results

(4.3)

[2 - A(0)]|*|-:—,| z\ — 1

This inequality

h(0)

will be utilized

imposed by Harnack's
h<l and applying the

[2 - h(0)] |*|+
< h(z) < -i—:-■
| z\ + 1

h(0)

to prove the next lemma.

Lemma 8. If v —sup(hx, •••,«„),
where hi, ■ • • , h„ are harmonic and
bounded by 1 in \z\ <1, and has distribution function —v, then for 0<p<l

2p[l - v(0)}

v(Cp)s —-^—

1- p

•
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Proof. Suppose dv/dr is defined at z=p
Consider the mapping z= (w+p)/(l+pw).

and let h denote
The function
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its support

there.

(w + p\

<p(w)= hi—\1 + pw/
is harmonic

and cp(w) <1 in \w\ <1. Also <p(0) =h(p) =v(p).

Denoting

<p(0) =a

we have from (4.3),
(2 — a) | w | + a
<p(w) < -:-:I
-t

\w\

and substituting

+ 1

w=(z—p)/(l—pz)

(2 - a) | (z - p)/(l - pz) | +a
A(z) _^ -i-i| (z - p)/(l - pz) | + 1
In particular

m

'

z

'

< 1.

for z = r, pSr<l,

2(r - p) + a(l + p)(l - r)
h(r) S-—-=
(1 - p)(l + r)

\r-W-

Since h(p) =ip(p) =a it follows that
dv

dh

2(1 - a)

dr

dr

1 — p2

— = — S P'(p) =-

at r = p.

Also at z = peie

wherever

dv/dr

v(peie)^h(peie)

exists.

dv

2[1 - v(peie)]

dr=

1 - p2

Now letting

h denote

the support

at z = 0 we have

giving

dv

2[1 - h(peie)]

dr =

1 - p2

In view of Lemma 7

1 r

"^^ = ^

dv

r * = i-i

2-KJypdr

The last integral
results.

2p

1 — pl L

1 f2"-

1~ A

2ir J o

"I

h(peie)dd ■
J

is just the mean value of h on | z| =p. Since h(0) =v(0) there

/n^

2p[l-r(0)]
1 -

Proof complete.

r

p2
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The Riesz theory
result.

Theorem
\z\ <1

may again be applied

6. Suppose w£(fo)

and u(0)=0.

If

[August

to obtain

the following

in a domain D containing

—p. is the distribution

function

general

\z\ <1, m<1 in

and 0<p<l

then

p(Cj)S2P/(l-p2).
Proof. Let {hn} denote a sequence of support functions at a dense set of
points in |z| Sp- Then vn = snp(hi, • • • , hj) increases uniformly
to u on
|z| Sp. Let h and hn denote respectively
the best harmonic majorants
of u

and vn on pi^ |z| Sp, 0<pi<p,

then

/•

dh
-dsS

2tp(CJ),

Yr dr

and
r

2Tcvn(Cn) S

dhn

-ds

S 2rcvn(Cj),

J 7r dr

where —vn is the distribution
function
for v„ and pi<r<p.
The uniform
convergence
of vn to u on the annulus implies 3«„/6V—>d/?/3r uniformly
on

|z| =r and thus

r dhn
I -ds

r dh
—»I — ds.

J yr dr

These

results

J yT dr

lead to the inequality

lim inf vn(Cj) ^ p-(Cpj)
n—♦ co

but since p(C„,)—>u(Cp) as pi—>p we obtain

■

lim inf vn(Cj) ^ p.(Cj).
n—,»

Applying Lemma 8
2p[l - Vn(0)\
Vn(Cp) S -;-"-

1- P

'

and the fact that v„(0)—>0,the inequality

2p

n(C„) S-—
1 _
is obtained.

If p<p2<l

p2

Proof complete.

then p(Cp,)—>p(CpVJyp)as p2-^p so that
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The following example shows that the inequality of the theorem
except perhaps for the omission of the equality sign(2>. The function

/
h(z) = (R(-)

2(p - z)

is sharp

\

V(p- 1)(1+ z)J

has radial derivative dh/dr = 2(1 +p)/(l—p)(l+r)2

at z = r>0, and h(z) <h(r)

on |z| =r, z¥r. Let u denote the supremum of zero and all rotations of h(z),
i.e. h(zei9), 0^50<27t. Then for p<|z|
<1, u has continuous derivatives and
pt(Cr) = 2p(l +p)/(l
-p)(l
+r)2,p<r
< l.Asr^pa(Cr)^2p/(l
- p2)
orp(CP\JyP)
= 2p/(l-p2).
The bound is exceeded by distributions
for subharmonic
functions as is
illustrated
by the example i>= |z|a, 0<a<l,
which has distribution
apa on

Cp.
Carrying out the preceding development
for a convex function c(z) satisfying c(z)<l
in |z| <1 and c(0)=0 a corresponding
bound is obtained for
its distribution
function y, namely,

y(Cp) S -?— ■
1 —p
The above example for a^ 1 is such a function.
5. Normality. As promised in §3 the bound on the distribution
will be utilized to show that a family which is subuniformly
bounded
normal. The proof is simply an application
of a theorem of Arsove

function
above is
[l].

Theorem
7. Let It denote a family of functions uCE(hs) in a domain D. If
CUis subuniformly bounded above in D then it is normal.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that It is normal in each circle C: | z —Zo| <R
in D. Let C„(f) denote the circle \z —f| <p, pSd, where d is less than the
distance between the boundaries
of C and D. Then there exists a constant

Af3

each uCE^i satisfies M<Af for zGCj(f),

jCCEC.Consider

a sequence

}m„} from the family 11. The sequence un(zo) is bounded or m„(z0)—>— °°.
Application
of the Harnack inequality
(Theorem 2) shows that the sequence
{«„j is uniformly
bounded
or tends to — oo uniformly
in C. Considering
the bounded case let —p„ denote the mass distribution
for un. Then for

0<p<d

M»[C,(f)]S[M(2) Added in proof. Equality is impossible.

m„G-)]
-^-,
dl — pz

rec.
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the lower bound for the sequence

M»[CP(r)]S(M-m)

-^—

dl — p'

{„„} in C

■

Consider
pn(r) =

rAAcA)] t

sup I-dp,
tec Jo

p

C

S (M - m)2d

-

dp

d+ r
= (M - m) log-,

J o d2 — p2

0 S r < d,

d —r

and ty(r)=supn4<n(r)S(M-m)
\og(d+r)/(d-r).
^(r)^0
and the result
limr^o -'W = 0 implies the bounded sequence
{m„} is normal in C. Consequently the family 11 is normal in C. Proof complete.
6. Subclasses
of (hs). The theorem to follow leads to interesting
sub-

classes of (hs).
Theorem

8. If each function

D then for „>1,

vx, ■ • ■ , vn is a nonnegative

(hs)-function

in

v = (v"+ ■ ■ ■ +01/a£(«s).

Proof. If z0£7> and v(zj) =0 then h(z) =0 is a support

function.

If t;(z0)>0,

then

»*(z) = (-7-7-)

»i(z) + • • •+I-7—-)

\ »(zo) /

"»(*)

\ »(zo) /

satisfies i>*£(«s), f*(z0) =v(zj) and »*(z) ^fl(z) in D, the latter result being a
form of Holder's inequality.
Thus u£(«s)
in 7) by Corollary 1.1. Proof com-

plete.
If v is harmonic
in 7? then |i>| =sup(t>, —v)€z(hs). Thus |/| = (u2+v2)112,
where f=u+iv
is holomorphic
in D, belongs to (hs) in D. Also if ff is a subuniformly
bounded family of function/
holomorphic
in D then » = sup/ |/|
is an (As)-function in D.
Definition
2. A function v belongs to the class (pl) in D if and only if

log v belongs to (hs) in D.
The corresponding
class with respect to subharmonic
functions has been
considered by Rado, Privaloff, Beckenbach,
Riesz and others. Suppose ff is a
subuniformly
bounded family of functions/
holomorphic and nonzero in D,
then w= sup/ |/| £(p7)- F°r log fl = sup/log |/| where the functions log |/|
are harmonic in D.
If D is simply connected and o£(p/)
then 3 a family ff of functions/
holomorphic
in 7>3n = sup/ \f\. Let h denote a harmonic support for log v at
Zo. Let f = exp(h+ik)
where k is a harmonic conjugate of h. Then |/(z0)|
= exp h(z0) =exp

holomorphic

log v(zj) =v(zj),

\f(z)\

in D. Hence v = sup; \f\.

= exp h(z) Sexp

In particular

log v(z) in D and / is

we may state

the result.
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Theorem
9. If D is simply connected then a necessary and sufficient condition that vCE(pl) in D is that there exist a family of functions f holomorphic and
nonzero in D such the v = sup/ |/|.

Note that if D is simply connected then (pl)CZ(hs). This is not true if D is
multiply connected.
For example v= | z|1/2 is in (pi) in 0<|z|
<1 but not in
(hs). It may happen that v is in (pi) and (hs) but not the supremum
of the
moduli of a family of holomorphic functions. For example t>= |a| ", 0< | z| < 1,
where a>l
but not an integer, is in (hs) and its logarithm is harmonic and
single valued. If g is analytic in 0<|z|
<1 and |g| supports v at z0 then
log |g(zo)| =alog
j zo | and log |g(z)| Set log \z\ where both functions are
harmonic in a neighborhood
of Zo. Application
of the maximum principle
implies they are equal so that g = eiez" which is not holomorphic.
In summary if we denote the class of subharmonic
functions by (sh)
and the class of supremums
of the moduli of holomorphic
functions by (ms)
then in any domain D(sh)Z)(hs)E)(ms).
If D is simply connected then also
(ms)Z~)(pl)- All of the inclusions are proper.
Another subclass of the functions of Theorem 8 is that of functions of the
form (u2+v2+w2)112, where u, v and w are a triple of conjugate
harmonic
functions, studied by Beckenbach
and Rado [2].
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